The wave dispersion relations of the mixed polariton-photon modes propagating within the bulk and along the surface of a semi-infinite magnetic/nonmagnetic layered structure with an alternating arrangement of the magnetization are calculated. The magnetic layers are magnetized to saturation along the uniaxial anisotropy axis, and the waves are considered to propagate transverse to this axis. The results are contrasted with those calculated for a layered structure in which the magnetization in each layer is parallel to each other. For the antiparallel case there evolve modes of wave propagation which assume different dispersion forms when compared to the parallel case. In the parallel case all dispersion branches that exist in the magnetostatic limit coalesce to a single branch, and we find that in the antiparallel case this coalescence is preceded by formation of degenerate branch pairs before this limit is reached. We find that for the antiparallel case some dispersion bands and curves occur at lower frequencies. This is referred to as the "pushing-down" effect. It is proposed that this "pushing-down" effect is due to the vanishing of the rf demagnetization field within the propagating wave fronts. We also predict a new type of surface propagating mode whose appearance is unique to the Kittel, rather than the Voigt, configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding paper we have calculated the surface mode dispersion relations of the mixed polariton-photon waves within a layered structure where the magnetization in each magnetic layer is aligned parallel to an external field. In this paper we are considering the case in which, in the presence of a uniaxial anisotropy field, the magnetization is each successive magnetic layer is aligned antiparallel to each other. The intrinsic spectrum of the surface and bulk mode excitations within a layered structure of antiparallel magnetization arrangement is therefore essential in understanding the device performances at optical and microwave frequencies incorporating multilayers in the zero/low-field regime. h"(r, t)=( A"e "+B"e f ")e'~~" for 0&g
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with the Voigt permeability p, defined by
Here Q denotes the one-dimensional wave vector in the reciprocal space conjugate to the one-dimensional vector space of x axis. Surface mode decay constant~and dispersion relations can be obtained by using Eqs. (17) and (18) 8"
C""
We examine in this section the limit forms of Eq. (10) under magnetostatic approximations. Figs. 2 and 3 . Second, the bands of the bulk-surface type and the lower bulk-bulk type tend to form a two-fold degeneracy for the high k limit -the magnetostatic limit. This doubledegeneracy tendency of dispersion bands (also curves) seems to arise from the fact that the unit cell for the antiparallel magnetization case has been doubled when compared to that associated with the parallel magnetization case. Third, the lowest band in the group of the upper bulk-bulk-type bands has been pushed down to form a band of the bulk-surface type. It then joins the other bulk-surface-type band as a degenerate pair in the rnagnetostatic limit. This "pushing-down" feature of bulk bands is shared with some other surface dispersion curves in the antiparallel magnetization configuration and will be discussed later.
Four major differences are found for surface mode dispersion curves in Figs. 2 to 5 for the antiparallel magnetization configuration of a layered structure. First, similar to the bulk-surface-type and the lower bulk-bulktype bands, the surface dispersion curves of the (upper) surface-surface-type (for negative propagation wave only) and the lower surface-bulk type tend to form degenerate pairs before they go to the magnetostatic limit. The (upper) 
